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INTRODUCTION

Heshang Cave is situated in central China, a region whose climate is dominated by the East Asian monsoon. This large climate cycle moves significant heat and moisture within the global climate system (Webster et al., 1998). It influences, and is influenced by, climate in other regions such as the tropics via the El Niño Southern Oscillation (Krishna Kumar et al., 1999) and the North Atlantic via changes in ocean circulation (Wang et al., 2001). Understanding of past changes of the East Asian monsoon, and the mechanisms driving such change, are therefore important to a full understanding of global climate dynamics. In addition, the East Asian monsoon is of great societal significance for the densely populated region it influences. High rainfall during strong monsoon years can lead to severe flooding, so prediction of the onset and strength of the monsoon is an important goal to aid in planning for agriculture and water resources. These scientific and societal goals amply justify the study of speleothem records from Central China and have motivated extensive work on a variety of Chinese caves in recent years (e.g., Wang et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2005; Hu et al., 2008).

Heshang (meaning “monk” in Mandarin Chinese) was first visited for scientific purposes in the late 1990s, and speleothem samples first recovered in 1998. Early work on these samples demonstrated the potential of the cave for reconstruction of the past East Asian monsoon at very high resolution for at least the last 20 kyr. Publications on the cave have, to date, established the chronology of two speleothems (Hu et al., 2005; 2008), investigated the use of dissolved Si as a paleo-proxy in speleothems (Hu et al., 2005), established a quantitative Holocene record of rainfall in Central China (Hu et al., 2008), and investigated the reconstruction of past climate at seasonal resolution using Heshang speleothems (Johnson et al., 2006).
This work, particularly that involved in seasonal reconstruction, led to the conclusion that a full understanding of the Heshang Cave environment was required if chemical data was to be reliably converted into climate variables such as rainfall and temperature. This conclusion concurs with that reached from seasonal-resolution speleothem studies in other regions (Fairchild et al., 2001; Treble et al., 2003) indicating that understanding of cave hydrology and chemistry is a pre-requisite for the use of speleothems for high-resolution climate reconstruction. Published studies have strived for such understanding by monitoring the cave environment, including that in Crag Cave, Ireland (3 years, Baldini et al., 2006); Kooringa Cave, Australia (2.5 years, McDonald et al., 2004); and Pere Noel Cave, Belgium (6 years, Genty & Deflandre, 1998). The Genty and Deflandre study also lists earlier and unpublished studies of drip-rate variability. Such previous studies of cave hydrology clearly demonstrate differences in hydrological flow-regime and indicate that the environment for each cave must be understood independently to achieve reliable climate records. To develop such understanding at Heshang Cave we initiated a thorough monitoring programme in late 2003. Here we report the results of the first three years of that monitoring programme. We present a full description of the cave, together with records of temperature, rainfall, drip rate, and CO2.

REGIONAL SETTING

Heshang Cave is situated in the Qingjiang Valley of the middle reaches of the Yangtze River at 30°27’N, 110°25’E; and 294 m altitude (Fig 1). The region is mountainous and, although reasonably densely populated, the nearest large city (Yichang) is 100 km away to the east. The entrance to the cave is ≈ 30 m above the Qingjiang River on a steep, vegetated hillside (Fig 2). The hillside continues to an altitude of 900 m (i.e. 600 m above the cave entrance) where cave recharge occurs. This recharge zone is hard to access, although one successful expedition in August 2004 noted a thin soil cover of 30 cm with reasonably dense vegetation.

The climate of this region of China is truly monsoonal, with mean winds reversing seasonally from southerly during the boreal summer, to northerly during the boreal winter. Summer winds are driven by heating of the Asian continent to generate rising air over the continent and a consequent displacement of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone into the Northern hemisphere. Inflowing air from the south carries moisture from the Indian Ocean and South China Sea. As this air in turn rises it cools, releasing monsoonal rain (and latent heat to propagate the monsoon warming). These processes lead to high regional rainfall in the summer months. The strength of monsoon rainfall varies from year by year about an average annual value of 1144 mm yr⁻¹ (± 240 mm yr⁻¹ s.d., based on the last 50 years of data from YiChang) with particularly rainy years (e.g. 1998) leading to significant flooding around the Yangtze River and its tributaries (Ding et al., 2006; Liu and Ding, 2002; Tan, 1999).

Heshang Cave is a dissolutional cave system formed in Cambrian dolomite. The cave is situated in the hinge zone of the Changyang anticline (Fig. 3), formed in the Cambrian Shangfengjian (E2) and Sanyoudong (E3) formations. The bedding is typically oriented with a strike of 280° and dips of 70-80° in the eastern limb and 25-35° in the western limb (Wan et al., 1997). Outcrop is common in the region with thicknesses ranging from 600-900 m for E3. The orientation of Heshang cave (354°) is consistent with development along local fault and fracture planes, which consist of two groups with dominant strike directions of 10-45° and 330-350°.

DESCRIPTION OF CAVE

Heshang has a large, approximately circular, entrance with a height of about 20 m (Fig 2). The cave is close to horizontal and extends for a distance...
of ≈250 m into the hillside without any large changes in height or width (Fig 4). At 250 m, cave breakdown prevents further passage, although it is possible the cave extends beyond this point.

The fairly simple, quasi horizontal nature of this cave suggests that it was likely formed along the local meteoric water-table. This type of cave is very common in the highly fractured carbonate rocks of southern China. Ford and Williams (2007) suggest that water-table caves develop where fissure frequency is high because direct routes between multiple input tubes can be established and the resulting passages can be easily enlarged to absorb all of the flow. Tectonic research suggests that the region underwent 3 periods of uplift, which led to the development of two terraces (Wan et al., 1997; Wang et al., 1999) – an older one at 1100-1200 m and younger one at 490-570 m. These two terraces are vaguely present in the Heshang area. The first is represented by the tops of the hills in which the cave is located and the second is located approximately midway to the top. It is believed that the river began flowing through this region in the middle Pleistocene (Wan et al., 1997). If this is true, then it implies uplift rates of ≈1 m/kyr so that Heshang cave must be quite young. Its entrance is only 30 m above the river level suggesting an age of only about 30 kyr.

The cave is reasonably well decorated with stalagmites, stalactites, flowstones, draperies, rimstone pools, and concretions. There are about 50 stalagmites taller than 30 cm (Fig 5), approximately 20 percent of which appear to be forming at present from active drips, as well as numerous smaller stalagmites. Six of the large stalagmites were removed from Heshang cave between 2001 and 2004 (Fig 5, Table 1). At a distance of 100 m from the cave entrance are a collection of rimstone pools (Fig 6) covering an area of some 600 m². Some of these are large with front lips more than 1 m in height. These are water-filled at present and appear to be actively growing. Decoration on the ceiling is common but unclear to the naked eyes because of the height of the cave ceiling (15–20 m). Close to the sides of the cave quite spectacular stalactite formations can be seen in several locations, normally to the west of
Heshang Cave is wet throughout the year, with active drips, standing pools of water and some flowing water close to the back of the cave. Drip sites can be found from the cave entrance to the deepest point of the cave and have drip rates that vary from 2 to 80 drips per minute, with no obvious pattern of increase or decrease of flow from entrance to back. There are many standing pools of water, with those in the rimstone pools being the most impressive. Many of these pools are the sites of carbonate deposition, with their bottoms often featuring precipitated carbonate nodules. At the back of the cave, on the western side, there is some flow of water in a small stream but this water flows into the floor of the cave before reaching the cave entrance.

There is only limited fauna in the cave. Several bats were seen when the first scientific investigation was carried out in 1997 but bat sightings in recent years have been quite infrequent. People seldom visit the cave because it is only accessible by boat. Some local villagers, however, occasionally reside near the cave entrance in summer. For example, from 1997 the front of the cave was inhabited by a fisherman who seasonally fished in the river below, but he has not been in residence since 2004. A 4 m high stone wall situated about 40 m inside the cave with a single entrance was built by local villagers in 2000, when a plan was made to develop Heshang Cave as a show cave. The plan was aborted, however, due to the inconvenient access and small number of potential visitors.

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR TEMPERATURE

Temperatures immediately outside Heshang cave have a seasonal range from 3°C to 30°C and an annual mean of 18°C. These have been logged since September 2004 using a HOBO H8 PRO T logger recording data every 2 hours. The logger was washed away by flooding on July 10, 2005, when heavy rain fell locally, causing loss of data from April to August 2005 when it was replaced. Since then the replacement logger has been in continuous operation. The logger T record is in very close agreement with that of the nearest government meteorological station at Changyang (see Fig 1 for location) at both seasonal and shorter timescales (Fig 7).

Temperature inside the cave has been logged at 2 hours resolution since September 20, 2003 using two HOBO H8 PRO T loggers stuck to the rock surface at sites close to the site of the HS-4 stalagmite (two loggers are used to provide redundancy in case of logger failure). Since April 26, 2005, T measurements have also been made at ten-day intervals using a hand-held thermometer incorporated in a Telaire 7001 CO₂ and T monitor (Fig 7). Annual averages from both measurement techniques agree and are 18°C, identical to that outside the cave as expected for shallow cave systems. Systematic differences between the logger and hand-held thermometer are observed, however, in their recording of the seasonal cycle. The loggers indicate a seasonal amplitude of change ≈3°C smaller and slightly lagged relative to the handheld thermometer. These differences are unlikely to represent thermal memory of the handheld thermometer itself because the device was kept in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
<th>Diameter (cm)</th>
<th>Date removed</th>
<th>Age (ka)</th>
<th>Publications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HS1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23/10/98</td>
<td>3.5-4.2</td>
<td>(Hu et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS2</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23/10/98</td>
<td>10.8-20.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS3</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15/4/01</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS4</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15/4/01</td>
<td>0-9.2</td>
<td>(Hu et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15/4/01</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS6</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7/8/04</td>
<td>0-4.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1. Summary of stalagmite samples recovered from Heshang Cave
cave for more than 30 minutes before recording T. It seems more likely that the difference reflects small offsets between the T of air in the cave, and the T of the rock surface to which the loggers are stuck. The heat capacity of the rock may impart a thermal lag on T and dampen the total range of T observed.

For consideration of speleothem growth conditions, the logger data is likely to be more appropriate, because it reflects T of the rock surface on which new growth occurs. This logger data shows a seasonal range from 16°C to 21°C and is therefore damped by a factor of five relative to the exterior seasonal range. The internal T cycle is also lagged behind the external cycle by about 10 days. The presence of this damped cycle in Heshang is a consequence of the shallow nature of the cave and the large opening, allowing ready circulation of air into the cave. To further investigate this seasonal cycle, during the third year of monitoring (April 2006 – May 2007) temperature was also measured every ten days at five points within the cave stretching from the cave entrance (Point 1) to the site of the HS4 Stalagmite (Point 5). This data clearly indicates the penetration and damping of the seasonal cycle in the cave (Fig 8).

RAINFALL AND DRIPWATERS

Rainfall data from stations close to Heshang Cave show a summer maximum, reflecting precipitation of the East Asian Monsoon system. Government meteorological stations at Changyang and Yichang are supplemented by a rainfall monitoring station (established as part of the planning for a local dam) at Shuibuya, only 3 km from Heshang (Fig 1). Daily data from these three stations is shown in Fig 9, together with monthly averages (calculated as the average of the preceding 30 days). Summer daily rainfall occasionally reached values greater than 90 mm/day, with the highest daily rainfall recorded during 2003 - 2007 being 120 mm in a single day. Monthly averages fall to close to zero rainfall in the dry season (January-February) and peak at between 7 mm/day and 14 mm/day in the wet season (centred on August).

There is a pronounced difference in the pattern of summer rainfall between the three years of the monitoring period (Fig 9). In 2004, the monsoon onset was abrupt and relatively early, followed by heavy rains for about four months and a reasonably abrupt end to the summer monsoon (giving a total May-Oct rainfall of 844 mm). In 2005, monsoon onset was more gradual and rainfall was relatively low until August when heavy rain fell for a period of about two months (total May-Oct rainfall of 781 mm). During 2006, by contrast, monsoon rainfall was generally lower (total May-Oct rainfall of 571 mm) with few extremely wet days, and monthly averages below 8 mm/day throughout the season at all three monitoring stations.

Drip rates within Heshang Cave have been measured at 10-day intervals for three years from March 2004 to February 2007. Measurements are made at the site of recovery of the HS-4 stalagmite for a duration of 2 minutes. Every fourth measurement (i.e. every 40 days) was made by scientists from the China University of Geosciences (Wuhan) during their regular visits to the cave site. Other measurements are made by a local resident (Shouwu Qing) who is contracted to make a set of measurements and collections at ten-day intervals. In addition to these drip-rate measurements, he measures the 10-day T record (Fig 7) and collects drip-water samples for chemical analysis.

Dripping is continuous throughout the year with
a baseline value of ≈14 drips/minute (Fig 10). This corresponds to a flow-rate of ≈2 ml/min, assuming a drip volume of ≈0.14 ml (Genty & Deflandre, 1998). Two pronounced peaks in drip rate are observed, up to values of ≈40 drips/minute, corresponding to the summer monsoons of 2004 and 2005. No such peak is observed in 2006, reflecting the lower summer rainfall that year. Increases in drip rate are very sharp and presumably reflect a change in hydrological regime within the overlying karst system as the summer monsoon rain saturates the system. This increase is observed in June for both 2004 and 2005, and its absence in 2006 reflects lower rainfall in the immediately preceding months. The threshold behaviour exhibited in the system has important implications for the use of geochemical measurements on stalagmites for the reconstruction of past climate. The system is likely to be particularly strongly influenced by the intensity of rainfall in a short period, particularly during the early months of the summer monsoon. This flow-responsiveness to rainfall levels for the HS-4 drip places it in the “intermediate” category of Baldini et al. (2006), a category expected to be particularly appropriate for growth of speleothems capturing seasonal climate information. Decreases in drip-rate as the summer monsoon ends are more gradual and rates tail off towards the baseline value over the remainder of the year until the next monsoon onset. This flow regime is similar to that observed in a monitoring study at Pere Noel Cave (Belgium, Genty & Deflandre, 1998), with an abrupt increase in drip-rate soon after the start of seasonal rainfall (in the winter in that case) and a more gradual decrease. Further work on Heshang could assess the hydrological regime that leads to such threshold behaviour (e.g. Fairchild et al., 2006) to aid interpretation of palaeoclimate records.

To assess changes in drip rate at a higher resolution we have also installed a Stalagmate automatic acoustic drip-rate counter (http://www.driptych.com/). The hope is that such instruments will negate the need for regular human observation of the drip rate, and can provide data at sufficiently high resolution that the response of karst hydrology to individual rainfall events can be observed. A Stalagmate device was installed on May 23, 2006 under the drip that formed stalagmite HS-4. It was placed in a large funnel immediately under the drip and, separated by a thin plastic strip as a spacer, was covered by a glass plate onto which the drip fell. This arrangement allowed for synchronous growth of glass-plate calcite, counting of drips, and collection of water in a bucket beneath the funnel. Drips were counted at ten minute resolution for ten months, with data downloaded four times during this period. The ten minute data is rather noisy, with variations in measured drip rate between adjacent measurements that do not appear to be real based on direct observations. The reasons for this noise are not clear, although some of it undoubtedly reflects the drip missing the Stalagmate device for short periods. These periods of missing counts can readily be removed from the data, resulting in about 6% data rejection. Daily averaging of remaining data indicate that the average Stalagmate count rate is close to the direct observations (Fig 11). The Stalagmate data shows considerable variation day to day and generally more structure than the directly observed drip rate data. It is not yet clear how much of this Stalagmate variation is real and further testing of the device against direct observations is required. There is, however, no apparent relationship between this short-term variation and rainfall at any of the three monitoring stations shown in Fig 9. A broader increase in Stalagmate counts in August and September 2006 corresponds to the higher rainfall of the summer monsoon and suggests some hydrological response to this rainfall even in this relative dry year. It is noteworthy, though, that the Stalagmate data support
the direct observations of drip rate in indicating that drip-rates never reached the high value (up to 40 drips per minute) observed in 2004 and 2005. An additional positive aspect of deploying a Stalagmate is that it provides a check on the collection of drip water samples by the local resident. He collects drip-waters above the Stalagmate every ten days at a recorded time. Since the collection stops the drips from striking the Stalagmate, there is a clear record of whether this collection has taken place as contracted.

CAVE CO₂

The open nature of Heshang Cave leads to CO₂ levels that are not significantly above atmospheric. Cave CO₂ has been measured at 10-day intervals between April 2006 and March 2007 at five points in the cave ranging from the entrance to the site of the HS-4 stalagmite (see Fig 4 for locations) using a Telaire 7001 CO₂ and T monitor (with a quoted precision of ±20 ppmV and accuracy of ±50 ppmV). Values range from 335 to 592 ppmV with higher values in the second half of the measurement period. There is presently too little data to indicate the presence/absence of an annual cycle in CO₂. Average values for the measurement period increase systematically from the cave entrance (430 ppmV) to the site of HS-4 (465 ppmV) (Fig 12) due to the degassing of CO₂ from infiltrating karst waters (and/or from gas-filled pockets within the karst itself (Ek & Gewelt, 1985)). These levels of CO₂ are not high enough, even in the cave interior, to make a significant difference to the degassing rate of CO₂ from drip-waters so cave CO₂ levels are not expected to exert control on speleothem growth rate or chemistry.

ONGOING MONITORING AND PALAEOCLIMATE WORK

The monitoring work at Heshang described in this paper will continue until at least December 2009 (funded by NSFC). This work will continue to develop understanding of the environment of this cave and how it responds to the external climate variables of temperature and rainfall. The ultimate goal of this work is to allow reliable interpretation of geochemical measurements in Heshang speleothems as records of climate to provide long-term records of the past monsoon at seasonal resolution. To that end, the monitoring work described here is being augmented
Fig. 11. Nine months of continuous drip-rate data from a Stalagmate automatic drip counter, compared with direct observations at 10-day intervals (Fig. 10). Stalagmate data was collected every ten minutes, and averaged per day. The Stalagmate appears to record the daily average reasonably well, although the reliability of short-term structure in measured drip-rate is not clear. Note, though, that the relatively high values observed in August and September 2006 correlate well with a period of late monsoon rainfall in the region (see Fig. 10).

Fig. 12. Average CO₂ levels (April 2006-March 2007) plotted against distance into the cave showing a linear increase of 0.23 ppmV m⁻¹. Errors are standards errors based on 31 measurements.
with a range of geochemical measurements on drip-waters, speleothems, and carbonates grown on glass plates placed under two of the active drips in Heshang. Results and interpretation of trace element and stable isotope data on these glass plates will be presented in forthcoming papers and will aid in interpreting developing records for the 20th century and for earlier periods, particularly from stalagmite HS-4.

More generally, it is clear that thorough monitoring work is required if the environmental and geochemical response of cave systems is to be interpreted in terms of climate change. Only by such monitoring work will the community be able to fully understand the range of possible geochemical proxies captured in speleothems and unlock this rich archive of palaeoclimate.
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